Let's Rock & Roll on a SEGWAY

Discover the excitement of riding a Segway on our specially designed two-acre Segway complex. You've seen them in the movies, on Duck Dynasty, and maybe even ridden by a mail carrier. Now it's your turn to experience the fun of a Segway. Come experience the only place in the United States where you can ride on a track at your own pace.

- TRAINEED INSTRUCTORS
- LEARN QUICKLY
- GREAT FOR FAMILIES
- OPEN COURSE TRACK
- ONLY IN BRANSON

We love hosting parties for families and groups of all kinds, so let us make your next event special! There is no experience more unique and hands-on than riding effortlessly on a Segway! Come play with us!

Age and weight limits may apply.

“... The ride of my life! Totally awesome!”
- Satisfied Rider

Time Saver Routes

Yellow Route  Blue Route  Red Route

The Tracks Family Fun Parks

THE TRACKS FAMILY FUN PARKS

Branson Events Center

Branson West Park

Main Street

Hollister

$2 OFF

Single Ride

One coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers, discounts or specials. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase.

Good for all ride types. Expires: 12/31/2015